In this paper an example is constructed of a compact Hausdorff space X with covering and large inductive dimensions 0, but containing subsets Y n , with covering dimension n, and large inductive dimension at least n, each n, 1 ^ n ô o. This result is an interesting contrast with the recent result of D. W. Henderson that there exists an infinite dimensional compact metric space with no ^-dimensional compact subsets for 1 ^ n < oo. As a corollary of our results, we show that for each n, 1 ^ n ^ co ? there exists a (necessarily non-metric) continuum M n of covering dimension n, which contains subsets of all positive covering dimensions. Covering dimension is treated in § 2, while large inductive dimension is treated in §4. In §3, compactifications of Y n are discussed and it is shown that the covering dimension of βY n -0 for 1 ^ n < oo. It is known (see Gillman and Jerison) that for a normal space N, cov dim N = cov dim βN.
Introduction and construction of examples* For separable
metric spaces, cov dim = ind dim = Ind dim, and each of these is monotone; that is, A §Ξ B implies dim A ^ dim B. However, it is wellknown that although ind dim is always monotone [7, appendix] , cov dim and Ind dim need not be monotone. In the appendix of [7] , it is shown that if S denotes the Tychonoff Plank, and T denotes a particular (non-normal) subset of S, then ind dim S = cov dim S = Ind dim S = 0, while cov dim T > 0 and Ind dim T > 0. However, cov dim T and Ind dim T are not determined in [7] . In this paper, we will prove, among other things, that the set T (Yi in our notation) satitisfies cov dim T -Ind dim T = 1.
We establish the following notation. Let Q o denote the first ordinal whose cardinal is infinite. Let Ω n , for each positive integer n, denote the first ordinal greater than Ω n _ lf whose cardinality is greater than the cardinality of Ω n^. (Note that Ω n is a limit ordinal. See page 100 of [5] .)
Let Xi be the set of ordinals from 0 to ft, inclusive, with the order topology; X t = [0, flj.
Let X= Πr=o-Xi. Let p = (Ω Of Ω l9 •• ,ft, «.)eX
The examples of this paper are X and the Y n '& just constructed. We note that they are simple generalizations of the Tychonoff Plank. (See p. 132 of [9] or p. 154 of [7] .) It is known that for any space A, Ind dim A = 0 iff cov dim A = 0, and that for a compact Hausdorff space A, ind dim A = 0 iff Ind dim A = 0 iff cov dim A = 0. (See [7, appendix] and [10] .) Thus a totally disconnected, compact, Hausdorff space has dimension 0 in all three senses. The spaces Z n , 1 n < co, and X, constructed above, are totally disconnected, compact, Hausdorff, and hence, 0-dimensional in all three senses.
All spaces are Hausdorff. We use the following definitions.
The small inductive dimension of a space A, ind A, is -1, iff A = 0 ind A ^ n iff for every point p e A and open set U containing p, there is an open set V such that p e V £ U and ind (bdry V) n -1. We say ind A = n iff ind A ^ n but ind A^n -\.
The large inductive dimension of a space A, Ind A, is -1 iff A = 0 Ind A ^ π iff for every closed set Fgi and open set U containing F, there is an open set V such that F £ F £ £7 and Ind (bdry F) ^ w -1. We say Ind A = n iff Ind A ^ n but Ind A n -1.
The covering dimension of a space A, cov dim A, or dim A, is -1 iff A is empty; dim i^% iff every finite open cover of A has a finite open refinement such that at most (n + 1) elements have a nonempty intersection. We say dim A = n iff dim A ^ w but dim A ^ n -1.
See [7] and [10] for a further discussion of dimension theory. An n-dimensional cover of a space is a cover in which some (n + 1) elements meet, but no (n + 2) elements meet.
An initial segment of ordinals in X n (or X TC -{Ω n }) is the set of all ordinals less than some ae X n (or X n -{Ω n }).
An end segment of ordinals is the complement of an initial segment.
A cofinal set S in X n means if a e [0, Ω n ) then there exists β such that a < β <Ω n and β e S.
2* The non-monotony of covering dimension* We have seen that dim X = 0. In this section we prove that dim Y n = n ΐor 1 ^ n °o , and that X contains a copy of each Y n . It is clear that Y n is not normal for n ^ 1, since it contains, as a closed subset, the nonnormal subset T of the Tychonoff Plank S discussed in §1.
We note that Dowker has given an example of a normal Hausdorff space N with a normal subset M such that dim N = Ind N = 0, but dimM= IndΛf = 1. See [3] 
is not in any element of ^, if β € is the ΐth coordinate of p, with /3; > a. This is a contradiction.
Proof. Let ^ = {Z7Ί, ?7 2 } be a cover of Y 1 defined as follows: t/ί = YΊ -5o, where 5 0 -{(a?, Ω,)\xe [0, β 0 )}, ?7 2 = Y, -B 19 where 5, -{(β 0 , aj)|a?e [0, βO}. We will show that any finite refinement Y* of m ust contain some pair of elements which intersect. We first note that some element of Y must contain a cofinal subset of J5 0 , by Lemma 2.1. We assume that V 1 is such an element.
We show that V 1 must have a limit point in B t . For each (a, β : ) G Vί Π i?o> there exists β a such that (α, /9) G F x for /3 ^ β a9 since FΊ is an open set about (a, Ω^ and the set {{a, x) \ a fixed, x e [0, βj} is homeomorphic to X lm Then card {β a \(a, β : ) G FJ < card β : , and therefore 7 = sup {β a I (α, βj G Fi} < β lβ Then (β 0 , 7) is a limit point of V 19 but not in U 2 and therefore not in V t . Thus any element of Ύ containing (β 0 , 7) must meet V λ . It follows that YΊ is at least one dimensional.
We must now show that Y t is at most one dimensional. Let b e an arbitrary finite open cover of Y x . We wish to find a finite refinement which is at most 1-dimensional-i.e. no three elements inter- Proof. The proof is by induction on the method of proof of Theorem 2.1.
be any finite refinement of ^. By Lemma 2.1, for each i, 0 ^ i ^ π, there exists Fi e ^" such that Vi contains a cofinal subset of B n>i . We will show that Π?=o"Fi ^ 0> by showing that Π?=o ^» has an end segment of B M as limit points. We note that Y n^ is homeomorphic to
and that B n _ lyi is homeomorphic to B n>i for 0 ^ i ^ n -1. We identify these in the remainder of the proof, without explicitly referring to the homeomorphism between them. We assume, as an inductive hypothesis, that for any collection of Vi's chosen as above, C[ΐ~o ι V t Φ 0. For n = 2, this is proved in Theorem 2.1. Let VI = Y n -, ΓΊ V i9 let V = Π?=o VI, and let V = ΓIS V t . Now card Y n^ < card Ω n , and therefore card V < card Ω n . For x e F', let a x e [0, Ω n ) be an ordinal such that if a > a x9 then (x 9 a) e V. We know that a x exists since V is open in Y n containing the point (x, Ω n ). Card {a a \xe V'} < card£? % . Therefore if a = sup {a x }, then a < Ω n and F' x [a, Ω n \ s F. Now let 2/ = (β 0 , Ω ίy , β % _!, /S) e B n>n such that β ^ a. We wish to show that 7/ is a limit point of F. We accomplish this by showing that if (β 0 , β l9 , β n _ ly β) e Y n , β ζ < Ω i9 then there exist %, %, , 7 w -i such that Ίi > βi and (τ 0 , Ύ l9 , 7«-i, /3) e F. To this end, let Ύ] i be a non-limit ordinal > β { such that ^t eViίl B nΛ , let
, Ωt] x Π ^ Π Vi for 0 ^ i ^ w -1, and let TΓ/ = W { Π Γ^^ Then TΓ/ is a neighborhood of a cofinal set in i? n>i £ Y n -ι, and therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, Wί = OS 1 Wl Φ 0. We note that T7' £ F', and therefore there exists a point Proof. Let ^ be a finite open cover of Y n . We wish to find a finite refinement of ^ which is an at most ^-dimensional cover of Y n .
Let B nΛ be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, and again we don't distinguish in notation between B n _ ui in Y n -19 and its homeomorphic copy B n>ί in Y n for 1 ^ i <^ n -1. We also identify Y { with (Y, x Π?=i +1 {flil) in Γ w .
We assume, as an inductive hypothesis, that Y n^ has an at most (n -1) dimensional refinement of any given cover. Let Ήf' be the elements of % intersected with Y n -X . Then ^/' is a cover of Y n^19 and by hypothesis, has an at most (n -l)-dimensional refinement. Let <r'\ VI,
, VI be such a refinement of ^'. Let VI C C/"/. Note that it is possible that [7/ = Ϊ7,' , JS"/}. Then since at most n elements of T* have Φ 0 intersection, the addition of ^C to 3ŵ ill make at most n + 1 elements intersect. Thus the cover defined by the elements of 5*% ^ and ^^ is an at most ^-dimensional cover of Y n .
It follows that Y n is at most ^-dimensional. Proof. By Theorem 2.5, F is oo-dimensional and contains subsets of dimension n for 1 <^ w <; oo. But 7£I. The theorem follows. COROLLARY 2.6.1. For each n, 1 ^ n ^ oo, there exists an n-dimensional continuum with subsets of dimension k, 1 ^ k ^ co.
Proof. Xι is a totally ordered, totally disconnected compact Hausdorίf space, and can be imbedded in a generalized arc, A i9 preserving the order of X if in such a way that if x < y in Xι and there does not exist z in X { with α? < z < y, then Aι contains a real arc from x to y. Now X = Π~=o X% and is a compact totally disconnected Hausdorίf space with a lattice-like structure, intuitively like the ordered ©o-tuples of integers in R°°. We fill in the lattice structure, to make a 1-dimensional grid, in the following way. Let M = ΠΓ=i A ζ and let M ι be the subset of M defined by M x -{(a 19 a 2 2] the product of an ^-dimensional compact space with the unit interval has dimension ^ n + 1. Now M 1 contains an interval, so that dim M 2 -2, and inductively, dim M n -n* Since X £ Jkf w , the corollary follows.
3* On compactifications of Y n and Y. In [4, pg. 124] , it is shown that the one point compactification of Y x = β Y λ = Z γ . In this section, we show that the one points compactification of Y n = β Y n = Z n , for 1 ^ n < co. Thus for each n, 1 ^ ^ < oo, we have an example of a space of covering dimension n, whose Stone-Cech compactification is of dimension 0. On pages 244-245 of [4] , it is proved that dim X -dim βX, if X is normal. Thus we see the necessity of the hypothesis of normality. We note that in [4, pg. 248] , it is pointed out that Y ι is a space of positive dimension whose Stone-Cech compactification has dimension 0. LEMMA 
Let f be continuous from X n (or X n -{Ω n }) to the reals, n ^ 1. Then there exists an end segment E = [a, ΩJ (or [a, Ω n ]) such that f is constant on E.
Proof. This is proved for X x on page 75 of [4] It is clear that the same proof works for X n . Proof. For n = 1, this is proved on page 124 of [4] .
In general, Y n -ΠίU Xi -{(£<>, ^i, ' , ^n)}. By Theorems 6.4, 6.5 of [4] it is sufficient to show that every (bounded) continuous function from Y n to the reals, has a continuous bounded extension to Z n . It follows from the argument below that any continuous real function on Y n is necessarily bounded.
We assume, as an inductive hypothesis, that every real continuous function on Y n _ x can be extended to Z n^.
Let /: Y n -*R be continuous. For each xe Y n -lf W x = {(x, a)\ae X n ) is homeomorphic to X n , and therefore f\W x is constant on an end segment, by Lemma 3.1; that is, there exists a x such that f(x, a) = f(x, a x ) for all a ^ a x . Further, if W = {(Ω Q , Ω ly , Ω n _ l9 a)\ae [0, Ω n )] 9 then / is constant on an end segment of W, also, say for a ^ a 0 . Now card Z n^ < card Ω n . Let A -[{α 0 } U {a x I x e Y n -i}h and it follows that card A < card Ω n . Therefore sup A < Ω n . Let a ^ sup A such that a is a non-limit ordinal.
Then [Z n^ x (a, Ω n ]] -{(Ω o , Ω ι<f
, Ω n )} has the property that on each {x} x (a, fl n ], / is constant. It follows that for x e Y n -l9 f ((x, Ω n β) ), for each β ^ a. Now, since f\ Y n _ x x {βj can be extended to (fl 0 , ••, Ω n -l9 Ω n ), say it has value &, then since this extension is unique, it has same value as / on (Ω o , •••, Ω n _ u β) for each β ^ a.
Thus we can extend / to Z n9 by defining f((Ω Q , •••, Ω n )) = k.
It follows that Z n is the Stone-Cech compactification of Y n .
QUESTION. IS X the Stone-Cech compactification of Γ? THEOREM 3.2. For each n, 1 ^ n < oo, ί/^ere eα ίsίs a {non-normal) space of dimension n, whose Stone-Cech compactification has dimension 0.
Proof. Our spaces Y n satisfy the conditions of the theorem, by Theorems 2.4, 2.5, and 3.1. 4* The non-monotony of large inductive dimension* In §2, we proved that dim Y n = n 9 1 ^ n ^g oo. In this section, we show that Ind Y n^ n, 1< n < oo, Ind Γ 1 = 1, and Ind YΌ. = oo. Thus Ind X = 0, but X contains subsets Y n whose large inductive dimension is at least n, 1 ^ n ^ oo. [4] Proof is included here for completeness.) Suppose neither is bounded. Let {αjf =1 be a sequence of elements of [0, Ω n ) chosen inductively so that (1) α* < α ί+1 , (2) a { e F ι for ΐ odd, and (3) α^ e F 2 for i even. If 7 = hib {αj then 7 < Ω n and 7 is a limit point of both F x and F 2 . Therefore 7 e ί\ Π ^2? and this is a contradiction. , Ω n _ l9 x)\xe [0, Ω n )} and we see by Lemma 4.1, not both F λ Π B n and F 2 Π B n can be unbounded in B n . Thus we assume that there exists a non-limit ordinal a n such that if a ^ a n then (β 0 , Ω lf •• ,fl w -1 , a)£F 2 . Now, suppose the lemma is false. Then for each point (/3 0 , β u , β n ) with β n > a n , and βi < Ωi for all i, there exists another point (βΌ, β[, , βn) in F 2 such that β i < β' t ^ Ω { for 0 ^ i ^ w -1 and £ n < β' n < Ω n . Thus after a countable number of choices, with each point closer, in at least one coordinate to (Ω o , •••,£») than the preceding point (closer in 0 th coordinate whenever possible), we exhaust all possibilities for β Q . This is true because there are only a countable number of points in X o . Then if β iΛ denotes sup{/9-| for each choice of β' o <, Ω Q } it follows that (Ω o , β ίtl , β 2tl , •• ,/2 ίl , L ) is a point or limit point of F 2 and therefore must be in F 2 . Further, each β itl ^ Ω i9 1 ^ i < n, and β nΛ < Ω n .
We continue the process inductively and note that after at most Ω x \ choices, we obtain a point (Ω o , Ω ly /S 2 ,2 ### , /S Λ , 2 ) as a point or limit point of F 29 and therefore in F 2 , and such that β ί>2 ^ Ω i9 2 ^ i < n, with /9 W , 2 < fl Λ . After n steps, we obtain a point (fl 0 , β x , , Ω n^l9 β n , n ) in JB % as a point or limit point of F 2 and therefore in F 2 . But /3 Λ>W > α w and this is a contradiction. Thus F 2 must be bounded away from the corner point of Y n in the n th direction. LEMMA 
If B^A and U^A, then Bd B (Uf) B)^Bd Λ (U).

Proof. Let x e Bd B (UΠ B). Then each neighborhood of x contains points of UΠ B and of C(U) f) B and therefore contains points of both U and C(U). It follows that xeBά A (U).
REMARK. The following two lemmas are well known among dimension theorists. However, we include them here since they may not have been explicitly stated in other published work. The proof is the same as the proof for the metric case [10, II. l.A] . REMARK. The next proposition is not used in the rest of the paper, but is included for its (possible) interest. Also, the proof of this proposition is referred to in Theorem 4.1.
The referee has pointed out that this theorem follows easily from a theorem of Morita (Topogical completeness and M-spaces, Sci. Reports Tokyo Kyoiku Daigaku. Sec. A 10 (1970) [271] [272] [273] [274] [275] [276] [277] [278] [279] [280] [281] [282] [283] [284] [285] [286] [287] [288] f "2/ covering this set. Then the collection 5^ U 'W" is a finite zero dimensional refinement of ^/. It follows that dim S = 0. Now in the appendix of [7] , it is shown that for any space S, dim S = 0 iff Ind S = 0. Thus the lemma is proved. To this end, we note that W is a neighborhood of F\ F' ϋ (1/3o, Ω o ) x {βj) and, since there are only countably many elements in F', by the method used in Proposition 4.1, there exists a non-limit ordinal 7 such that if W = ((JP'-.Π ft) X [7, βj) We assume as an inductive hypothesis that any corner of Yi_ λ has large inductive dimension at least n -1, and note that for n = 2, this is just Corollary 4. Ωi] , so that A g Bd F. But Ind A = w -1, and it follows that any neighborhood V of B Q such that FS C7 has at least (n -1) dimensional (Ind) set on its boundary. Thus Ind Y n ^ n. Proof. Y n^Ξ Y homeomorphically and we identify Y n with its image in F. Since Ind Y n ^ n 9 and F π is closed in F, Ind F -oo. THEOREM 4.4. X is a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space with Ind X = 0, δ%£ Xcontains subsets Y n , 1 ^ n ^ oo, wίίA Ind F re π ; Ind F L = 1, and Ind F^ = oo.
